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NURSING AT UPMC
ST. MARGARET

474

Registered
Nurses

31,230

13,163

Emergency
Department
Visits

Surgical
Cases

145
Average
Daily Census

1

8,725
Inpatient
Admissions

NURSING AT UPMC
ST. MARGARET
At UPMC St. Margaret, our nursing staff are represented by a diverse
group of people holding various roles. The nurses in these positions
work together to provide our patients with the best care possible.
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OUR MAGNET®
JOURNEY
UPMC St. Margaret is part of an elite group of hospitals that have achieved
American Nurses Credentialing Center (ANCC) Magnet status. We were first
celebrated as a Magnet organization in 2009, and have been re-designated in
both 2014 and 2019. Only 8.28% of all United States Hospitals have Magnet
status, which illustrates the magnitude of UPMC St. Margaret being able to
achieve this designation not once, but three times. We are currently one of 509
hospitals worldwide with Magnet status!
A Magnet culture encourages nurses to flourish professionally, and hospitals
must satisfy a set of quality criteria designed to measure their strengths and
celebrate their accomplishments. UPMC St Margaret’s interim report outlining
these accomplishments was submitted in June 2021 and our journey continues
with a final document submission due in June 2023 for our 4th Magnet
designation!
Each year, the Magnet Recognition Program hosts an annual conference to
celebrate and showcase the best nursing practices from across the country. This
year, over 6,500 nurses attended the National Magnet Conference in Atlanta,
Georgia at the Georgia World Congress Center. Our UPMC St. Margaret nurses
were represented at the conference by Marianna Stoneburner, Erin Catanese,
Kristi McGinnis, Lauren Bertolino, Laura Barczykowski, Judith Tinelli, Jennifer
Parrotte, and Amy Davis. They were able to learn valuable information that will
assist us in achieving our fourth Magnet designation.
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LETTER FROM THE CNO
As I reflect on the past year, a few things come to mind – a sense of appreciation,
acknowledgment, purpose, and pride. This past year has been monumental for
us as nurses at UPMC St. Margaret. We have all been through so much, including
challenges in our professional lives and having to adapt to a new way of living in
our personal lives. It has changed how we think as people and as a profession.
Nurses have experienced so many emotions including compassion, feelings of
togetherness, frustration, doubt, and fear, and for some, a recommitment to
purpose – why we do the work that we do. There were times of complete joy and
pride in the profession, alongside moments of loneliness. I believe it is important
to acknowledge the emotions of the past year and recognize the excellence of
nursing.
In a year where COVID-19 created unimaginable healthcare challenges, we as
nurses remained committed to create an excellent patient and employee
experience. As nurses at UPMC St. Margaret, we embody our values in every
action, every day. Our annual report highlights the dedication of our nurses to
improving outcomes, changing culture, and creating an environment that is
welcoming to everyone.

Warmly,
Marianna Stoneburner, MSN, NEA-BC
Vice President, Patient Care &
Chief Nursing Officer
UPMC St. Margaret
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I am so proud of what we have
accomplished over the last year and
look forward to the innovation and
excellence that will come with the
transformation of nursing practice at
UPMC St. Margaret. I know that you
will enjoy learning about the
commitment, passion, excellence, and
talent of our nurses in the 2021 nursing
annual report.

NURSING STRATEGIC
PLAN

Goal: Engage Patients and Families to Provide
Exceptional Experience in Every Interaction

SERVICE
Building
Relationships with
Communities we
Serve

With the goal of improving HCAHPS, Hourly
Rounding simulation training was provided to
124 nurses and patient care technicians
Geriatric best practices have been
implemented as we work to obtain NICHE
recognition with 45 staff certified as geriatric
specialists
Our nurses have been visible in the community
while serving at Roots of Faith
Collaborative relationships with support
departments are fostered
Expansion of the Graduate Nurse Rotational
Program to now include medical-surgical,
surgical, and acute care tracks
Goal: Refine and Enhance the Employee
Experience to Maximize the Employee Engagement
and Reduce Nursing Turnover

PEOPLE
Leaders in
Technology and
Innovation
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To focus on retention, flexible staffing and
scheduling practices have been created and our
Shared Governance Councils have been reengaged
Recruitment efforts have included the Back to
the Bedside program, expansion of the Student
Nurse Intern program, collaboration with the
UPMC Schools of Nursing to expand clinical
rotations, implementation of a new onboarding
program, and the initiation of peer interviewing
The interdisciplinary Inclusion Council was
formed

NURSING STRATEGIC
PLAN
Goal: Strive for Nurse Sensitive Quality Indicators
that Exceed National Benchmarks and Create a
Fair Culture Focusing on Eliminating Preventable
Harm

QUALITY
Improving and
Innovating in Quality
and Patient Safety

Implementation of a workplace violence
prevention taskforce, whose work is centered
on keeping staff safe
Redesign of the care management model
System-wide recognition of our online journal
club, with over 1,000 participants across
UPMC
Fall prevention simulation training built into
orientation, equipping new hires with skills to
promote patient safety

INNOVATION
Leaders in
Technology and
Innovation

Nursing research is becoming integrated into
our culture, with four IRB-approved studies in
2021
New capacity management positions were
developed to decrease length of stay and
support operations
Redesign of emergency department
throughput to improve wait times and patient
experience
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Goal: Create a Center for Nursing Excellence
through Research, Evidence-Based Nursing
Practice, and Technological Advancements

PROMOTION
OF ROLE
DEVELOPMENT
THROUGH
ORIENTATION
In 2021, nursing orientation was
revamped to better meet the needs of
graduate nurses entering the
profession. Based on the
understanding that many of these
nurses lacked hands-on clinical
experience due to pandemic-related
restrictions while they were in school,
the Nursing Education Department
identified areas of opportunity with
the previous program. The result was
a revitalized and expanded
orientation and onboarding program
called PATHWAYS that moved away
from standard classroom learning and
more toward practicing the
necessary, hands-on skills nurses
would need prior to starting on their
units. Hands-on learning is presented
in the form of skills stations,
simulations, and an escape room. But
it doesn't stop there - PATHWAYS is
just the beginning of a 2-year
onboarding program that is designed
to support all nurses at UPMC St.
Margaret through their first two
years of practice and beyond.
7
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PROFESSIONAL
DEVELOPMENT:
MY NURSING
RESIDENCY
UPMC St. Margaret My Nursing Residency
is a year-long program designed to support
new nurses during the transition from student
to professional nurse. Nurse residents
participate in interactive seminars that focus on
safety, quality, and clinical leadership while receiving
support from both peers and experienced nurses. During
My Nursing Residency, nurses complete a project that aims to improve
patient care. The nurses are then able to present a summary of their evidencebased practice projects and results to hospital leadership during the graduation
ceremonies.
This year, we had 46 nurse residents graduate the program from four cohorts. With
our growing workforce, we also brought five new cohorts into the program totaling
57 new nurses. My Nursing Residency allows these new staff members to develop
new relationships within their departments and throughout
the hospital as they work with various teams to complete
their projects, including the quality team, the pharmacy,
Patient Relations, and the Magnet team.
We are so proud of the work that our nurses have and
continue to complete to not only improve their work
environment but also advance the nursing profession as
a whole.
9

DISSEMINATING RESULTS
This year, two My Nursing Residency graduates had the honor of presenting
their work at the national Clinical Workforce & Nurse Residency Program
Conference. These nurses are the first two nurses from the UPMC system to
have been selected to present their work at this conference.
Jennifer Vonada, BSN, RN, PCCN, CNIM, presented her project, “Patient
Education-A Relationship Between Medication Knowledge, Patient Satisfaction,
and Hospital Readmissions.” This initiative reinforced the individualized patient
care plan with patient education. Nurses were instructed to highlight new or
important medications on the patients’ Daily Plan of Care during bedside shift
report and then follow-up with the patient about their medications throughout
their hospital stay. At the conclusion of her project, nurse communication
HCHAPS scores increased by 11.7% and
readmissions improved by 44.2%.
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Markie Maraugha Stocke, ASN, RN, CCRN, presented her project, "Making the
Case for Real-Time Validation: Reducing CLABSIs in the ICU.” She found that
central line infections, also known as CLABSIs, had an average cost of
approximately $48,000. Markie started a real time validation tool to ensure that
dressings were changed per evidenced-based protocol. This cultural change
increased interdisciplinary communication and nurses advocated for
timely removal of central lines. The post intervention data found
no central line infections in her department.

PROFESSIONAL
DEVELOPMENT: MY
NURSING CAREER
My Nursing Career is a structured career ladder program that allows nurses to
gain experience in different areas of nursing, learn new skills, and design a career
that aligns with their personal and professional goals. In order to participate in
the My Nursing Career Ladder, nurses must have specific, ongoing contributions
to their department or complete a larger project or initiative. At UPMC St.
Margaret, we have had numerous projects make a big impact on patient
outcomes.

UTILIZATION OF A STERILE DRAPE TO REDUCE
SURGICAL SITE INFECTIONS
My Nursing Career can give nurses an avenue to make evidence-based practice
changes where they work. Heather Bushey, BSN, RN, CNOR had a goal of
preventing surgical site infections in the patients she cares for in the operating
room. She saw an opportunity to trial a new implant table cover for specific
surgeries to help promote sterility.
After learning of the implant table drape, one of the first things she did was
evaluate current literature. After seeing that research supports the use of this
sterile drape, she identified key stakeholders and brought together an
interdisciplinary team to help with implementation. Her team included nursing
leadership in the operating room, infection preventionists, and surgeons.
Heather coordinated education for staff that included how to cover the table
with the drape and how to remove it at the time of implanting. The drape is now
standard practice for specific patients in the operating room. Through her My
Nursing Career project, Heather was able to make a positive change in the
operating room that is based on best practice.

11

DECREASING THE DEVELOPMENT OF URINARY
TRACT INFECTIONS AFTER INTERMITTENT
CATHETERIZATION
Daniel Schweitzer, RN, CRRN, used his My Nursing Career project to make a
hospital-wide impact. In 2020, infection data showed that his unit, 4A Inpatient
Rehabilitation, has 31% of the hospital-acquired urinary tract infections (UTIs).
The data showed that 7 of 15 of these infections developed within two days of
the patient having an intermittent catheterization. Daniel wanted to impact
these statistics, so he began by looking at the literature and identifying a project
that could assist in prevention. He found that a closed catheter drainage system
with intermittent catherization is strongly recommended by the Infectious
Disease Society of America. This resulted in a new product, the MTG EZAdvancer Prelubricated Closed System Intermittent Catheter Kit, being selected
for his unit. He then developed an educational plan which included a
competency training of the 4A staff, using charge nurses and clinicians as
validators. In September 2021, the new kits were implemented on the unit.
September, October, and November showed no UTIs using the new straight
cath kit and the new kit is now the standard of care for 4A. Starting in January
2022, this kit will be used for all patients and the hospital.
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120

Nurses Participate
in the My Nursing
Career Ladder

PROFESSIONAL
PRESENTATIONS
Jessica Carter, MSN, RN, CMSRN & Lisa Leonzio, MSN, RN
A Journey Into Safe Discharge Planning To Reduce 7-Day Patient Readmissions
UPMC St. Margaret 16th Annual Clinical Research Forum
Jessica Carter, MSN, RN, CMSRN, Faith Colen, MSN, RN, CEN,
CPHQ, NEA-BC, Clare Cowen, MPH, CIC, Shelley Frinsco, BSN,
RN, & Rebecca Nosal, PA-C
Reduction of Urine Culture Contamination in an Emergency
Department through Multiple Process Improvement Interventions
UPMC Nurses Week
Amber Cole, RN, PCCN
Improving Communication for Deaf Patients through Increased
Knowledge of Sign Language, Deaf Culture, and the Americans with
Disabilities Act
UPMC St. Margaret Hot Topics in Nursing Conference
Faith Colen, MSN, RN, CEN, CPHQ, NEA-BC
Missed Nursing Care = Missed Opportunities in Patient Safety
Geneva College Guest Lecture
Faith Colen, MSN, RN, CEN, CPHQ, NEA-BC
COVID-19 and the Vaccines: An Update
DeSales University Scholars Series
Nicolette Corrado, BSN, RN, ENLS, Marissa Darnay, MSN, RN,
CMSRN, & Catherine Green, MSN, RN, CMSRN
Making an Impact: The Ongoing Benefits of a New Graduate Nurse
Rotation Program
Southwest Pennsylvania Organization of Nurse Leaders Conference
Nicolette Corrado, BSN, RN, ENLS, Marissa Darnay, MSN, RN, CMSRN, Kendallyn
White, MSN, RN, CMSRN
Supporting New Hires through Orientation Standardization
UPMC St. Margaret Hot Topics in Nursing Conference
13

Amy Davis, DNP, RN, CMSRN
Mindfulness Mediation’s Impact on Hospital Nurses’
Job Satisfaction, Quality of Life, and Perceptions of Stress
UPMC St. Margaret 16th Annual Clinical Research Forum
Amy Davis, DNP, RN, CMSRN
The Launch of Two Mediation Rooms
UPMC Nurses Week
UPMC St. Margaret Hot Topics in Nursing Conference
Amy Davis, DNP, RN, CMSRN, Jennifer Drapas, MSN, BA, RN, CSRN, Catherine Green,
MSN, RN, CMSRN, Jennifer Hicks, MSN, RN, CEN, Kristen Killian, DNP, BS, RN,
Jennifer Parrotte, MSN, RN, & Kendallyn White, MSN, RN, CMSRN
A Community Hospital’s Response to Immediate Education Needs During a Pandemic
UPMC Nurses Week
Shelley Frinsco, BSN, RN
Decreasing Urine Contamination in the Emergency Department
UPMC St. Margaret 16th Annual Clinical Research Forum

Jennifer Hicks, MSN, RN, CEN
My Nursing Residency: Changes for Success
UPMC St. Margaret 16th Annual Clinical Research Forum
Jennifer Hicks, MSN, RN, CEN & Jennifer Parrotte, MSN, RN
Advocacy through Discussions
Southwest Pennsylvania Organization of Nurse Leaders Conference
UPMC St. Margaret Hot Topics in Nursing Conference
Jennifer Hicks, MSN, RN, CEN & Jennifer Parrotte, MSN, RN
Excellence During Distancing: New Nurse Transition to Practice Program during
COVID-19
Southwest Pennsylvania Organization of Nurse Leaders Conference
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Catherine Green MSN, RN, CMSRN &
Kendallyn White, MSN, RN, CMSRN
Empowering Nurses through an Innovative Competency
Assessment Model
Southwest Pennsylvania Organization of Nurse Leaders Conference
UPMC St. Margaret 16th Annual Clinical Research Forum

Kristen Killian, DNP, BS, RN, ENLS
Creation of an Innovative Basic Arrhythmia Hybrid Course with
Self-Paced Learning
ATI Nurse Educators Summit
UPMC St. Margaret 16th Annual Clinical Research Forum
Markie Maraugha Stocke, ASN, RN, CCRN
Making the Case for Real-Time Validation: Reducing CLABSIs in the ICU
Clinical Workforce & Nurse Residency Program Conference
Sarah Resick, BSN, RN, CRRN & Daniel Schweitzer, RN, CRRN
Decreasing the Development of Urinary Tract Infections After Intermittent
Catheterization
UPMC St. Margaret Hot Topics in Nursing Conference
Judith Tinelli, MSN, RN, ONC, CNL, CRRN
The Evidence-Based Practice and Research Council's Educational Implementation Plan
to Ignite Research in the Hands of the Bedside Nurse
UPMC St. Margaret Hot Topics in Nursing Conference
Judith Tinelli, MSN, RN, ONC, CNL, CRRN, Emily Wickline, PhD, BSN, RN, CMSRN, &
Jennifer Parrotte, MSN, RN
Cultivating Collaboration for an Evidence-Based Practice Organization While
Mentoring and Driving Innovation at the Bedside
Southwest Pennsylvania Organization of Nurse Leaders Conference

Angela Trimpey, BSN, RN, CNOR
Breaking the Barriers to Certification by Using a Proactive
Approach
UPMC St. Margaret Hot Topics in Nursing Conference

Jennifer Vonada, BSN, RN, PCCN, CNIM
Patient Education - A Relationship Between Medication Knowledge, Patient
Satisfaction, and Hospital Readmissions
Clinical Workforce & Nurse Residency Program Conference
UPMC St. Margaret Hot Topics in Nursing Conference
15
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NURSING
RECOGNITION
THE DAISY AWARD FOR EXTRAORDINARY NURSES
The DAISY Award recognizes and honors the super-human work nurses do for
patients and families every day. Awardees demonstrate great clinical skill,
leadership, strong patient care, and compassion. Congratulations to our 2021
Daisy Award winners!
Zakia Bailey, RN
Professional Staff Nurse
4B

Taylor Hill, BSN, RN
Clinician
5B

Courtney Bergbigler, BSN, RN
Professional Staff Nurse
4A

Kristen Kelly, ASN, RN
Professional Staff Nurse
5A

Amber Cole, BSN, RN, PCCN
Clinician
3B

Tara McSparrin, BSN, RN
Professional Staff Nurse
3B

Melissa Deets, RN
Professional Staff Nurse
4B
Susan Downing, BSN, RN, CNOR
Clinician
OR
Brittiny Hensley, RN
Professional Staff Nurse
ED
17

Stacey Schran, RN
Professional Staff Nurse
5A
Carolyn Stirling, BSN, RN
Professional Staff Nurse
Resource Pool
Jessica Walters, RN
Clinician Fellow
4A

NURSING RECOGNITION
UPMC HEALTHCARE HERO SPOTLIGHT
The Pittsburgh Penguins Foundation partners with UPMC
to award the UPMC Healthcare Hero Spotlight to
healthcare providers who show a strong dedication to
their profession. Amber Cole, BSN, RN, PCCN was
awarded this honor in June, as she has repeatedly gone
above and beyond when her patients needed her the most.

CNOR STRONG DESINGNATION
UPMC St. Margaret Operating Room received the CNOR
Strong Designation for 2021. The CNOR Strong
Designation is given to facilities having at least 50% of its
operating room nursing staff CNOR certified through
training specific to their area of expertise.

Denise Krall, BSN, RN, CCRN, CEN was the recipient of the 2021 Outstanding
Achievement Award from the Perianesthesia Nurses Association. Denise, Senior
Professional Staff Nurse II, works tirelessly to advance the perianesthesia nursing
profession, serving on three national strategic work teams. These teams include
well-being, education approval, and national conference planning.

Denise also organizes and hosts the UPMC St. Margaret
Perianesthesia Nurses Week Conference each year, which
attracts attendees from throughout UPMC and other
surrounding health systems. In 2021, over 100 medical
professionals attended the conference.
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PENNSYLVANIA PERIANESTHESIA NURSES
ASSOCIATION OUTSTANDING ACHEIVEMENT
AWARD

MEETING THE NEEDS OF
THE COMMUNITY
NURSES IMPROVING CARE FOR HEALTHSYSTEM
ELDERS
Nurses Improving Care for Healthsystem Elders (NICHE) is a nursing education
and consultation program designed to improve geriatric care. NICHE promotes
evidence-based clinical interventions and establishes nurses as leaders to effect
change by enhancing knowledge and skills for staff, patients, and families. Under
the leadership of Julie Forbes, MSN, MBA, RN, CMSRN, UPMC St. Margaret is
currently working to become a NICHE Recognized Institution and has currently
achieved member status. Achieving NICHE Recognition will allow us to publicly
promote our commitment to high-quality care of older adults.

ROOTS OF FAITH
Nurses, physicians, pharmacists,
and other UPMC St. Margaret
staff spend time each month
serving the Sharpsburg
community at Roots of Faith for
an evening of outreach. A wide
variety of free services are
offered including blood pressure
screenings, vaccinations, an
opportunity to speak with a
physician, and grab and go meals.
This year, 50 flu vaccinations and
101 COVID-19 vaccinations were
administered and 98 blood
pressures were checked.

19

MEETING THE NEEDS OF
THE COMMUNITY
FLU SHOTS FOR SENIORS
In October, UPMC St. Margaret hosted a free drive-through flu vaccination
event for senior members of the community. Thanks to the generosity of the St.
Margaret Foundation and help from UPMC St. Margaret School of Nursing
students, over 150 vaccinations were administered in just two hours.

THE ANGEL TREE
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The Angel Tree is a project that allows staff at
UPMC St. Margaret to give back to community
members each year. Under the guidance of Angela
Trimpey, BSN, RN, CNOR, UPMC St. Margaret
coordinated with Bloomfield/Garfield Family
Health Center, Lawrenceville Family Health
Center, Roots of Faith, and Palliative Care Services
to identify children and families in need. Ninetythree tags were placed on the Angel Tree, and all
were taken within 3 days! The gifts were stored in
volunteer services and delivered to families on
December 20, just in time for Christmas. The
Angel Tree is a perfect illustration of the
generosity of the employees at UPMC St.
Margaret. They are what makes this project a
success year after year.

IMPROVING THE
PATIENT EXPERIENCE
HOURLY ROUNDING
Hourly Rounding is a concept that is utilized as
a best practice standard of care to increase
staff responsiveness to call lights and improve
the patient experience. Kristen Killian, DNP,
BS, RN, ENLS from Nursing Education teamed
up with the Winter Institute of Simulation
Education and Research (WISER) at the
University of Pittsburgh to set up a megasimulation training in our UPMC St. Margaret
Simulation Center. The initial portion of
training included a video-based review of main
concepts of Hourly Rounding, the importance
to both patients and staff, and a review of
facility protocols. Nurses then completed the
simulation portion of training where they
were responsible for demonstrating the
concepts that they learned from the videos. To
increase staff engagement, both nursing
leaders and clinical nurses acted in the role of
the standardized patients. The participants’
managers followed their staff through the
simulation to give real time feedback and then
followed up with their staff after the
simulation for real-time evaluation on the
nursing unit. Baseline data of hospital
responsiveness scores were collected for
three months prior to initiation reporting a
score of around 40%. At one month postintervention, responsiveness scores had
increased to around 65%.
21

IMPROVING DEAF PATIENT COMMUNICATION
In 2018, as a bedside nurse on 3B, Amber Cole, BSN, RN, PCCN, encountered a
Deaf patient with a history of schizophrenia that had been admitted to the unit
due to atrial fibrillation. The patient had a safety sitter due to their mental
health history, even though they were not currently exhibiting any signs or
symptoms associated with their mental health diagnosis. A remote video
interpreter was also placed at the patient's bedside. When Amber arrived for
her shift, as a former sign language interpreter, she noticed the improper
allocation of resources. After bringing this matter to the attention of the
treatment team, the safety sitter was discontinued, and the video interpreter
was removed from the room. The following morning a live interpreter was
obtained for doctor, care management, and social work rounds to best facilitate
communication with the patient.
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This observation inspired her My Nursing Residency project with the goal of
improving communication for Deaf/deaf patients. She began data collection on
her unit pertaining to nursing knowledge of Deaf/deaf and hard of hearing
patients, resources available through UPMC, and proper utilization of resources
based on individual plans of care. After identification of a knowledge deficit, she
began unit-based education on basic safety signs, Americans with Disability Act
pertaining to the hospital setting, and when different forms of interpreters are
appropriate. Survey data showed that staff retained knowledge from the
teaching sessions and a desire for continued education on the communication
with these patients. As Amber approached her two-year mark as a nurse, she
expanded on her My Nursing Residency project and developed a plan to
disseminate her education hospital wide. For her My Nursing Career project,
she selected a group of communication champions that attend monthly
education sessions. Participants are taught basic sign language, giving the ability
to introduce oneself, identify if a patient is oriented, and communicate safety
and pain. Education on the Americans with Disabilities Act, UPMC resources,
and communicating with an interpreter are also included. While participants are
moving through the 12-month program, knowledge is periodically checked
through simulations. As the project continues, the goal is to adapt this course so
it can be available systemwide.

PROFESSIONAL
PRACTICE MODEL
Relationship-Based Care, which focuses on servant and
compassionate leadership, commitment to self, and
cultivating meaningful relationships with peers, patients,
and families is the driving force of the UPMC St. Margaret
Professional Practice Model and its unifying mission to care
for self and others and to focus on the patient and family as
the center of what we do.
Our professional practice model aligns with the UPMC
Vision of “Putting our patients, health plan members,
employees, and community at the center of everything we
do and creating a model that ensures that every patient
gets the right care, in the right way, at the right time, every
time.”

23

SHARED GOVERNANCE
CLINICAL OPERATIONS COUNCIL
The Clinical Operations Council has been hard at work this year preparing for
our Magnet and Joint Commission visits. The team has taken their time to
analyze, study, and update all the UPMC St. Margaret policies and procedures.
This included updating references to literature and working with the EvidenceBased Practice and Research Council to ensure that we are following up-to-date
standards, as it is imperative that our staff have updated information and
resources readily available to them.

This year, the Cardiac Monitor Removal Protocol was evaluated by the council.
Working with the cardiac monitoring department and housekeeping, education
was provided to staff, signage was placed on units, and the process was updated
to improve communication between the departments.
The council also worked with the surgical unit to improve nasogastric tube
holders. The 6B staff trialed new nasogastric tube holders and were asked to
provide feedback on the device. After a positive response, the old holders were
phased out and the new holders are now stocked on the floor.
The council is excited to continue to collaborate and work with outside
departments to improve the quality of care for our patients and the clinical
processes for staff in the upcoming year!
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Along with the policies and procedures, the Clinical Operations Council has done
work to streamline hospital processes and to ease the workload of the inpatient
units. For example, the council worked with the lab to develop blood culture tip
sheets and ensure staff are completing these blood draws appropriately. The
council also worked with Capacity Management and Radiology to streamline the
testing process for observation patients and potential discharge patients to
reduce the length of stay and assist staff with early discharges to improve
patient throughput.

SHARED GOVERNANCE
EVIDENCE-BASED PRACTICE AND RESEARCH
COUNCIL
The Evidence-Based Practice and Research Council’s goal is to identify and
support evidence-based practice and research in our hospital with plans to
disseminate research internally and externally through the development and
mentorship of nurses. This year, our UPMC St. Margaret nurses submitted a
variety of abstracts and were accepted to present their work at multiple
conferences. Our nurses presented seven projects at the UPMC St. Margaret
Research Forum in May 2021, three at UPMC Nurses Week, thirteen during the
UPMC St. Margaret Hot Topics in Nursing Conference, two at the National
Vizient Conference, and six at the Southwestern Pennsylvania Organization of
Nurse Leaders Conference.
Dissemination of evidence-based practice
and research is promoted through the
UPMC St. Margaret Clinical Research
Forum, hosted annually by the council. This
year was the 16th annual conference,
featuring keynote speaker Bethany HallLong, PhD, MSN, RNC, FAAN, Lt. Governor
for Delaware. The conference highlighted a
variety of work from across the UPMC system.
Another function of the council is an online journal club to assist nurses in
reading nursing literature. Started in March 2020, by council members
Kendallyn White, MSN, RN, CMSRN and Judith Tinelli, MSN, RN, ONC, CRRN,
CNL, it is now used by over 1,000 nurses across UPMC.
The Nurse Ambassador Scholar Program was also started by the council and it is
now part of a UPMC systemwide research project. Council member Emily
Wickline PhD, BSN, RN, CMSRN is leading this Institutional Review Board (IRB)
research project. Our council members have had four University of Pittsburgh
IRB research projects approved this year and are looking forward to 2022!
25

INFORMATICS COUNCIL
The Informatics Council at UPMC St. Margaret is involved in educating,
implementing, and testing various electronic tools and functionality that we use
every day to make patient care safer and our jobs easier. This year, the council
focused on both hospital-based and systemwide initiatives. Locally, the council
assisted with Bar Code Medication Administration (BCMA), VitalLink changes,
and Infusion Interop compliance. The council was pleased to see that UPMC St.
Margaret exceed the system benchmark for Infusion Interop by reaching 80%
consistently throughout 2021, and maintaining the BCMA benchmark of 95%.
VitalLink remains at a consistent usage of 75% compliance.

2021 remained a challenging year for COVID management for both patients and
staff. To support the efforts of the organization, the Informatics Council
supported the COVID vaccine clinics by administering vaccines and providing
feedback and suggestions on functionality of COVID-related builds including
Rules, Orders, Notifications, Tasks, Support Person, and Surg Documentation.
Each year, the Informatics Council works to give back to the community. In
2021, council members were generous in their contributions to the Pittsburgh
Food Bank. They look forward to continuing a community contribution in the
coming years.
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The council also assisted with new functionality including Collection Manager on
3B and ICU, adding WTS locations on the admission team carts, and adding
FirstNet icons for ED functionality. Council members performed focused
rounding with specific topics related to identified issues throughout the year.
One issue that arose was difficulty managing downtime, so the council’s
traveling Technology Tailgate focused on how to best navigate the downtime
periods. They distributed hang tags for downtime documentation and provided
support on each unit for real time help during the downtime. End of year efforts
focused on improving throughput and documentation. Systemwide initiatives
supported this year included the implementation and support of the new single
sign on application Imprivata, the assessment of the new Zebra Scanners, and
assisting in the development of eRecord training for agency nurses.

SHARED GOVERNANCE
NIGHT COUNCIL
Night Council is made up of our staff who work primarily night shift, giving them
a voice and the opportunity to facilitate key initiatives throughout the hospital.
One of their ongoing initiatives is Quiet at Night. Council members were asked
to use noise observation sheets to identify what is causing nighttime noise. They
found a major source of noise was equipment batteries dying, including
medication carts and vital sign machines. This information was taken to the
Nurse Executive Council, resulting in 22 extra outlets being installed throughout
the hospital and significantly reducing noise levels for patients overnight.
The Night Council has also worked with the Patient Experience Council to have
stuffed animals, aquariums, and noise machines available to patients. They also
collaborated with the Patient Experience Council on TV guide frames for all
patient rooms. Additional community involvement included sponsoring two
toiletry drives for Root of Faith, who services the needy.
Night Council continues to promote the pulse oximeter recycling project in
partnership with Materials Management and Stryker, Inc. UPMC St. Margaret
has increased pulse oximeter collections by 191%, diverting 1,496 pounds of
waste from landfills and saving our facility $35,000. Through the council’s
continued effort, 150 trees will be planted in honor of UPMC St. Margaret
through the National Forest Foundation.
Night Council has also implemented monthly activities for the night shift staff
including Cake Wars, Get to Know Your Co-Workers BINGO, donut night, cereal
night, and Halloween door and gingerbread house decorating contests.
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PROFESSIONAL DEVELOPMENT COUNCIL
The Professional Development Council (PDC) is responsible for driving the
professional development of nurses at UPMC St. Margaret. The council consists
of an advisor, mentor, chair, co-chair, and members. The PDC members
represent various areas of the hospital as well as different levels of nursing from
leadership to staff. The main goals of the PDC are retention, recruitment, and
recognition, with a strong focus on Magnet. The PDC sponsors various
recognition and developmental events such as the DAISY award, Cameos of
Caring, Certified Nurses Day, and Nurses Week. Community outreach is also an
important pillar of the PDC structure. The council has participated in Roots of
Faith and has partnered with the Family Health Centers to sponsor the Angel
Tree as well as individually sponsoring a family in need over the holidays.
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In 2021, the PDC began driving the unit-based shared governance councils by
mentoring and developing the chairs of the unit councils. The PDC was
instrumental in developing the structure of the unit-based councils and
continues to offer support. During 2021, the DAISY awards were restructured
to a banquet ceremony held twice yearly where DAISY nominees and honorees
are recognized for their dedication to their patients and the nursing profession.
The PDC strives to promote nursing recognition through the sponsorship of this
and other similar events. In the future, the PDC plans to continue to champion
nurses and other healthcare providers through our Magnet journey to achieve
nursing excellence.

SHARED GOVERNANCE
QUALITY COUNCIL
During the 2021 calendar year, the Quality Council achieved many goals and are
proud of their accomplishments. The Quality Council gained an amazing new
chair in February 2021, James Dzuricky, RN, who stepped in and revamped the
Quality Council, creating a much-needed renewed energy during the COVID-19
pandemic. One of the first actions James and the Quality Council Prep Team did
was implement a monthly Project Showcase. The Project Showcase highlights
quality-related projects within the council members’ respective departments
and provides the project leaders with the opportunity to receive feedback from
the Council to facilitate possible project advancement. This also allows for
sharing of ideas among members of different departments that may not have
otherwise occurred.
The Quality Council members are provided with professional development
opportunities to enhance their knowledge of quality improvement. They are
able take virtual quality improvement classes through the Wolff Center, thus
learning the language and improvement processes crucial to successful quality
projects. Council members can also have their own projects mentored by a
member of the Quality Department, allowing their projects to have specialized
review and feedback. Notably, Shelley Frinsco, Emergency Department RN,
utilized this resource and was able to include her project poster in Nurses’ Week
2021, where it won 2nd place.
As part of the Quality Council’s community-based commitment, each year the
council selects an event that will benefit the community. This year, the Quality
Council participated in providing COVID-19 vaccinations to community
members in coordination with an organization called Roots of Faith, which is
located in the neighboring community of Sharpsburg, PA. This event allowed
members of the community to receive COVID-19 vaccines when they otherwise
may not have been able to receive given their lack of transportation and financial
means.
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NEW AND UPCOMING
COUNCILS
AMBULATORY COUNCIL
UPMC St. Margaret is excited to announce the formation of the Ambulatory
Council. Our newest shared governance council will focus on the work,
recognition, and voice of the staff who work in our ambulatory areas such as the
hospital-based clinics, PACU, operating room, emergency department,
interventional radiology, cardiology, GI lab, medical unit, and others. This
council is chaired by Cindy Arnold, Outpatient Nurse Manager, and Allison Stitt,
Manager of Cardiovascular Imaging. The council is excited to begin
collaborating to improve the work environment and wellbeing of the ambulatory
staff.

INCLUSION COUNCIL
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The UPMC St. Margaret Inclusion Council was formed in
November 2021 after recognizing that one of the goals of
both our health system and hospital is to recruit a more
diverse workforce. We identified that a group dedicated
to education and recognition of diversity in the workforce
would facilitate the achievement of this goal. In 2021, the
council held two meetings and garnered 18 members.
Jennifer Parrotte, Director of Organizational
Development, Nursing Education and Research, and the
Magnet Program Director sits as the executive mentor for
the council. Jennifer Hicks, Advanced Clinical Education
Specialist, is the chair for the council and Bethany
Hagensen, Social Worker, is the co-chair. The Inclusion
Council ended this year working on writing their purpose
statement, bylaws, goals, and objectives to guide their
work in 2022. They are looking forward to the positive
impact they will have at UPMC St. Margaret.

WISER
SIMULATION
CENTER AT UPMC
ST. MARGARET
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Simulation learning has been highly requested based on the
results of the learning needs assessment sent out by Nursing
Education. Our simulation space has been moved a few times
due to needs, but we finally have a permanent home in the 100
Medical Arts Building in Suite 213. With the assistance of our
facilities and housekeeping teams, we’ve been able to convert
an old physician office space into a fully functional simulation
center, complete with multiple rooms available for various
nursing simulation experiences. Whether it’s a skill, such as
inserting IVs or Foley catheter care, or a complete simulation
course, such as The First 5 Minutes or Crisis Team Training, the
simulation space is available for any degree of simulation needs.
Expanding beyond nursing, we also offer courses with
physicians, respiratory therapists, and transporters, making this
a space available for all.
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NURSING
SATISFACTION
NURSES WEEK
This year, Nurses Week was packed full of
activities. From the Willy Wonka themed
candy room and photo booth to Family Feud,
there were plenty of activities for all. Various
departments tested their cake decorating
skills in cake wars, while others prepared
decadent dishes on the patio for UPMC St.
Margaret's version of Chopped.
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NURSING SATISFACTION

HOLIDAY CELEBRATIONS
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Celebrating our nurses and making their
experience at UPMC St. Margaret is a top
priority. For a fun holiday activity, Night
Council hosted a gingerbread house
decorating contest for the hospital. Multiple
departments showed off their holiday spirit
and best decorating skills.

NURSING SATISFACTION:
PROMOTING RESILIENCY
At UPMC St. Margaret, we are always looking for ways to improve and maintain
a positive employee experience. This includes providing options for resiliency
building. On November 8 and 17, 2021, Barry Kerzin, MD came to our hospital to
provide both in-person and virtual options for discussion on healing the trauma
of the last two years. These sessions included conversation regarding emotional
hygiene, reflections on the past two years, and meditation practices.
Meditation practices have been added to My Nursing Residency as well our
PATHWAYS orientation, as maintaining our own emotional hygiene is of the
upmost importance as healthcare workers. Additionally, the UPMC St. Margaret
culture promotes self-compassion and self-care for employees and encourages
staff to utilize the two meditation rooms that are available to them. The
Meditation Room is on the second floor beside the information desk and the
Oasis Room is located near the ICU. Both meditation rooms have recessed
lighting, massage chairs, and other relaxation tools such as music and reading
materials.
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UPMC ST. MARGARET
ACCREDITATIONS
CMS Hospital
Compare
5 Star Rating

Healthgrades
Specialty Excellence
Pulmonary Care
Excellence Award

Leapfrog Group
Hospital Safety
Grade A

UPMC Health Plan
Hip and Knee Joint
Replacement
Surgery Center of
Excellence

Highmark Blue
Distinction Center
for Hip and Knee
Replacement
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